Primary Athletics Marks

- Only one, two and three-color versions of the Primary Athletics Mark should be used for embroidery.
- A ® should be used when applying the Primary Athletics Mark to apparel including headwear and footwear. When applying to products other than apparel, use the ™ notice.
- Grayscale marks are for print only and cannot be embroidered.
- Proportions and details of all marks must be maintained.
- Modifications to marks not permitted.
- No marks may be copyright protected by a vendor.

Approved University colors or the *PANTONE® colors listed on this page must be used. The colors on this page are not intended to match PANTONE color standards. For PANTONE color standards, refer to the current editions of the PANTONE Color Guide. *PANTONE® is a registered trademark of PANTONE, Inc.
Nickname Marks

- A® should be used when applying the Nickname Mark to apparel including headwear and footwear. When applying to products other than apparel, use the™ notice.
- Proportions and details of all marks must be maintained.
- Modifications to marks not permitted.
- No marks may be copyright protected by a vendor.
Mascot Graphics

• A ® should be used when applying any of these mascot marks to apparel including headwear and footwear. When applying to products other than apparel, use the ™ notice.

• For marks 34 and 35, the white and gold outlines are only optional when placing this mark on product that matches PMS 202. For any other product color, do not use these outlines.

• Proportions and details of all marks must be maintained.

• Modifications to marks not permitted.

• No marks may be copyright protected by a vendor.
Athletic Wordmarks

- The Iowa State Athletics marks may be incorporated into designs, but the integrity of the marks must be maintained in all applications.
- "Iowa State" and "Cyclones" may be used in any type style but if type style is similar to the wordmarks shown, the actual wordmark should be used.
- Proportions and details of all marks must be maintained.
- Modifications to marks not permitted.
- No marks may be copyright protected by a vendor.
Common Misuse

- The Iowa State Athletics marks may be incorporated into designs, but the integrity of the marks must be maintained in all applications.
- Proportions and details of all marks must be maintained.
- Modifications to marks not permitted.
- Slight screens, distressing, and some use of fashion colors permitted.
- No marks may be copyright protected by a vendor.

Do not allow text or objects to overlap or touch the mark.

Supplemental text must not intrude into the mark’s crop space.

Do not straighten or alter arched type.

Do not change the wording.

Never alter color placement.

Never alter the proportions.

Never skew or rotate.

Never add graphic components. Example: Drop Shadow

Never alter typography.

Never flip the logo.

Never combine logos.

Never use unapproved colors.

Never add to or alter pose.

Never distort.

Never dissect the logo.

Never recolor.

Do not use beveling or type treatment similar to wordmarks, actual wordmark should be used.

NOTE: The marks of Iowa State University are controlled under a licensing program administered by Collegiate Licensing Company. Any use of these marks will require written approval from CLC.
Official University Wordmarks

- A ® should be used when applying the Official University Wordmarks to apparel including headwear and footwear. When applying to products other than apparel, use the ™ notice.

Verbiage

- Iowa State University®
- Iowa State®
- ISU®
- Cyclones®

Note: A ® should be used when applying the above verbiage to apparel including headwear and footwear. When applying to products other than apparel, use the ™ notice. Exception is to use ® after Cyclones on any flag, pennant or banner product.

Verbiage that always requires a TM symbol:

- State™
- Cy™
- Cyclone™
- Clone™
- VEISHEA™
- Jack Trice Stadium™

Note: Any reference to a coach is subject to review by the Trademark Licensing Office and may require a ™ notice depending on the use.
Campanile Mark

- A ™ should be applied when using the Campanile on all products.

University Seals

- Use of the University Seal is restricted to official documents signed by the University President, and selected consumer products including sweatshirts and t-shirts in the soft-goods line and on a case by case basis for up-scale gift type items. Designs containing the seal are limited to traditional designs. The seal must appear alone or with the words “Iowa State”, “Iowa State University”, “Iowa State Alumni”, or “Iowa State University Alumni”. No other words, symbols or designs may appear with or around the seal; the Office of University Marketing must approve all other uses.
- A ® should be used when applying the University Seals to apparel including headwear and footwear. When applying to products other than apparel, use the ™ notice.
Reiman Gardens Mark

- When using the Reiman Gardens mark (the words Reiman Gardens attached to the Official University Wordmark), design elements should not invade the mark in any way. Design elements should be kept a distance in any direction from the mark of half of the height of the letter “I” in Reiman. Design elements may “float” above, below or to either side but not touch or appear to be attached to the mark itself.
- Creative type styles and color may replace either the verbiage Reiman Gardens or Iowa State University for the use on retail product only and are reviewed on a case-by-case basis. The words Reiman Gardens and Iowa State University should remain close enough in proximity that they appear to be attached.
- The Reiman Gardens mark (the words Reiman Gardens attached to the Official University Wordmark), must be utilized for Reiman Gardens staffwear.
- When using the Reiman Gardens mark (the words Reiman Gardens attached to the Official University Wordmark) for internal use purposes, the required color that must be applied to the entire mark is PMS 342 green. Alternative colors, depending on the product color, are white or black and will be allowed on a case-by-case basis. However, black may not be used on a yellow or gold product.
Usage Guidelines

Verbiage Guidelines:

A ® should be used when applying the verbiage marks to apparel including headwear and footwear. When applying verbiage to products other than apparel use the TM designation. Exceptions: A ® should be used when applying the word "Cyclones" to flags and banners as well as apparel. For "Cy," "Cyclone," "Clone," "Cyclone Nation," "State," "VEISHEA," Jack Trice Stadium," "Jack Trice," "Hilton," "Hilton Coliseum," "Hilton South," "Hilton Magic," a TM notice should be used on all products.

General Note:

Guidelines for different families of Iowa State marks are shown below. Marks from different families should not be mixed. For example, the current Athletics Marks cannot be used with Vintage Marks.

Athletics Marks:

- A ® should be used on all Athletics marks when applying to apparel including headwear and footwear. This includes I State, Nickname, all mascot head graphics, Full Body Mascot, and athletics "Iowa State" and "Cyclones" word marks. When applying to other products, use the ™ notice.
- A ® should be used when applying the "Cyclones" word marks to flags and banners. All other products, except apparel and headwear as noted above, require the ™ notice.
- Only one, two and three-color versions of the Primary I State Athletics Mark should be used for embroidery. The full color version may not be used.
- The white and gold outlines for the full body Mascot Graphic are only optional when placing this mark on product that matches PMS 202. For any other product color, do not use these outlines.
- The Athletics marks cannot be altered in any way including form, proportion, color, or integrity.
- A mark may be incorporated into a design as long as the integrity of the mark is not altered and the mark is not dominated by the marks of others.
- The color versions of the Athletics marks must stay as they are shown; no reversing or color changing is permitted.
- All design details must distinctly appear on the Athletics marks.
- When changing the dimensions of the mark by size, the proportions must be maintained and all details must be clean, crisp and in registration. The marks cannot be altered in form, proportion, color or integrity.
- The beveled style used in "STATE" should not be mimicked elsewhere in a design except in provided wordmarks.
- The Athletics marks must not be overlapped by other design elements.
- The Athletics marks may be embossed, however, the depth of the emboss must allow the mark to be legible.
- The black and white line art version of the mark must be used for the emboss.
- Any deviation to these design standards will be considered on an individual case by case basis by Trademark Licensing.

Official University Wordmarks:

- A ® should be used when applying the Official University Wordmark to apparel including headwear and footwear. When applying to products other than apparel, use the ™ notice.
- The color versions of the Official University Wordmark must stay as they are shown; no reversing or color changing is permitted.

Campanile Mark:

- A ™ should be applied when using the Campanile on all products.

University Seal:

- Use of the University seal is restricted to official documents signed by the University President, and selected consumer products including sweatshirts and t-shirts in the soft-goods line and on a case by case basis for up-scale gift type items. Designs containing the seal are limited to traditional designs. The seal must appear alone or with the words "Iowa State," "Iowa State University," "Iowa State Alumni," or "Iowa State University Alumni". No other words, symbols or designs may appear with or around the seal; the Office of University Marketing must approve all other uses.
- A ® should be used when applying the University Seals to apparel including headwear and footwear. When applying to products other than apparel, use the ™ notice.

CLP Label Information:

Iowa State proudly supports the CLPA Authentication Program and requires all licensees to use the official CLP hangtag or label through June 30, 2020. For more information or to order labels contact OpSec Security at 717.293.4110 or clpa@opsecsecurity.com. We will be switching to CLC's label after June 30, 2020 but you may continue to use the CLP label until your inventory is exhausted.

Current Revision Date: 02/20/20
Collegiate Licensed Product (CLP) Label Information

The Collegiate Licensed Properties Association (CLPA) is a non-profit association made up of colleges and universities who manage their own licensing programs (independents) or are legacy Learfield Licensing Partners schools. Iowa State University is a member of the CLPA and proudly supports the CLPA Authentication Program, which helps to protect the member university brands from the production and sale of counterfeit merchandise.

The Collegiate Licensed Product (CLP) label is an “Optically Variable Device” incorporating security and technology to prevent and ensure that the label cannot be replicated.

To order labels, contact Bill Patterson with OpSec Security, our label provider, at bpatterson@opsecsecurity.com.